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The Australian gold rushes of the 1850s and '60s brought prospectors from

all over the world and from all classes of society. They came out of need,

greed, a thirst for adventure, dissatisfaction with life in their own countries,

or a mixture of these motives. The French were well represented on the

gold-fields: there was a French camp at Black Hill, sketched by Eugene

von Gu6rard, and the Argus (8 May 1857) gives a resumd of news published

in French at Bendigo.

Among those who originally came to make their fortune were several

sons of titled families, the highest in rank being the poor due d'Esclignac.

According to the memorialist Viel-Castel, he had been ignored by his father

since birth, and was scarcely literate.1 Celeste de Chabrillan reports that he

died a wretched death in Australia in July 1853.2 There is one, however,
who stands out from the rest, for his adventurous life, for the length of time

he stayed here and for the semi-fictionalized account he wrote of it later.

Most Frenchmen returned home after a year or two, but the Vicomte de La

Chapelle, who arrived in 1860, remained here for nine years. Australia was

not the first of his extraordinary adventures, but it was certainly the longest.

Jean-Joseph-Xavier-Alfred de Morton (or Morthon), comte de La

Chapelle, was born on 15 March 1830 at Monsac in the Dordogne, to a

minor branch of an essentially royalist PSrigord family. (The Morton comes

from a Scottish heiress who married into the family, and the Xavier, which

is in all the male names, from a descendant of St Francis-Xavier's sister,

who did the same.) Alfred's father, who was an officer in Louis XVHI's

bodyguard, only forgave his son a few years before his death for

abandoning the royalists and devoting himself to the imperialist cause.

Alfred de La Chapelle's belief in Napoleon III and individual merit, rather

than in royalty, wealth and influence, is one of the themes that runs through

all his writing.

His restlessness was evident early in life and no doubt caused trouble

within his family, which did not seem to have been able to provide him with



the life he wanted in France. Whether his Gascon blood had anything to do

with it or not, the young Vicomte's impulsive, energetic nature led him to

seek his fortune in foreign parts when he was barely twenty. He explains

the situation at the beginning of his autobiography, Trente ans d trovers le

monde:

Apres quelques annees passees en plein mouvement de la vie parisienne

et en experiences qui ne m'avaient pas absolument reussi, je compris la

necessite d'aller chercher fortune ailleurs et de retremper une jeunesse

orageuse dans les rudes labeurs de l'homme qui estime qu'il ne doit

compter que sur lui-meme.

Un amour ardent d'independance, un caractere peu enclin a la discipline

me poussaient, quoique fort jeune, vers de lointains voyages et je ne

revais que folles peregrinations, qu'aventures merveilleuses.

The main elements of his character are all there: restlessness, a

certain lack of discipline, a need for independence, a thirst for adventure

and glory, and a belief in individual merit. One might also add to these a

sociable nature, a sense of humour, boundless energy, self-confidence and

an eye to the main chance.

At that time, all the papers were full of stories of California, so it was

towards the New World that the young Vicomte set his sights. This was to

be the beginning of thirty years travel and adventure in many parts of the

world, including Australia. He became in turn, a partisan, a worker, an

explorer, a soldier, a journalist, a politician and a speculator. When one

venture failed, or he grew tired of it, he moved on to something else. Alfred

de La Chapelle's life never seemed to be without incident. Even the sea

voyage to San Francisco was full of drama, in which he played a leading

role as he usually did, at least in his own narration of events.

The gold rush was at its height when La Chapelle set out for

California in 1851 or '52. France was well represented among the gold

seekers and adventurers who generally gathered in San Francisco, at a dance

hall called La Polka. He had been in the Sierra Nevada and had already met

the Count de Raousset-Boulbon and the group assembled by the marquis de

Pindray d'Ambelle - two young men, natural leaders, with rival ambitions

and visions of setting up mining and agricultural colonies in Mexico. After

being weakened by war with the US, Mexico had looked favorably on

France, granting generous concessions for land and mines in Arizona. La

Chapelle threw in his lot with the Marquis de Pindray's expedition to

Sonora, accompanying him to Coscopera, to take possession of mines he

had been granted in return for protecting the Ranchos against the Apaches.

In this valley there were flourishing mines, tobacco fields and a small army



of 200 men to guard the territory. La Chapelle paints life as idyllic, at least

in the beginning:

Du reste les diversions ne manquaient pas, les attaques peiiodiques des

Commanches, les aventures des prairies, les grandes chasses, 1'amour

sous les grands arbres avec les belles filles indiennes, la prosperite, le

bien-etre relatif semblaient devoir indefiniment ajourner tout sujet de

mecontentement.4

This adventurers' paradise was, however, short-lived. Trouble

arose both within and without the colony. The Mexicans changed their

minds, revoking the titles they had granted and eventually selling Sonora to

the Americans. Armed conflict between the French and the Mexicans was

inevitable. Meanwhile, there was rebellion within the marquis de Pindray's

ranks. The marquis shot the ringleader, but was himself later found shot in

his bed. His successor was a namesake, O. de La Chapelle, whom Alfred

elsewhere identifies as his brother. Tragedy was to strike him too, as he

later died of dysentery in San Francisco after bravely fighting and surviving

the battle of Hermosillo.

Although Alfred claims he was against it, help was sent to Count

Raousset-Boulbon who was also fighting the Mexicans. The outcome was

tragic for the French: Raousset-Boulbon was defeated and executed on 10

August 1854. La Chapelle found himself condemned to death in a prison

cell at Guaymas and consequently "en Capilla". "En Capilla" refers to the

custom of placing the condemned man's coffin by the bed in his cell, which

is kept dimly lit day and night. Fortunately, Santa Anna decided that the

prisoners should be sent back to America and La Chapelle found himself

once more in San Francisco.

It is difficult to know exactly what part he played in this episode of

the French in Mexico. When he is involved in action, he usually puts

himself in the forefront, but this is not the case here. Jacques Dyssord, a

biographer of Raousset-Boulbon, describes seeing him with Raousset-

Boulbon in the 'Frisco bar, looking much like his second in command. On

the'title page of La Chapelle's own account, Le comte de Raousset-Boulbon

et I'expedition de la Sonore, published in 1859, he styles himself "ex-editor-

in-chief of the Messager de San Francisco". He seems to have been

working there, contributing to the cause by publicizing, organizing and

lobbying, when Raousset-Boulbon wrote to him in July 1853: "Vous avez

parfaitement bien fait de fonder un journal; gardez-vous bien de le quitter."

(Special, 18 juillet 1853, p. 145) Nevertheless, as Raousset remarked, he

probably had one foot in journalism, and one in the expedition.



Once back in San Francisco he reports on several aspects of

American life and manners in Le Special, before summing up the rest of his

time in the Americas in one paragraph. Various types of speculation had

brought him wealth and on each occasion he had gone back to France to

spend it - sixteen trips in six or seven years. His last trip was exploring in

Canada, as far as Labrador, part of the time accompanying Hudson Bay

trappers on their expeditions.

After this "series of exciting voyages" he returned to Paris to his

old friends and old habits, but this lasted only a few months, as we find him

off again to join the Franco-Italian campaign against Austria, where,

regretfully, he could only be a spectator. From there to Nice, which was

still an Italian town. His friend the marquis de Grimaldi, who was pretender

to the throne of Monaco, was all for gathering together a small voluntary

force to march on Monaco - a plan which La Chapelle found "burlesque".

He nonetheless promised future help when more appropriate plans could be

put into practice. Once again Europe had failed to offer him the prospects of

action, adventure, fame and fortune that he sought.

He was in his prime, impatient, impulsive and the wanderlust was

already calling him back to America, when suddenly 'Tid6e me vint de

partir pour l'Australie". A fortnight later he set sail from Liverpool on
board the Commodore Perry, arriving three months later in Hobson's Bay.

So ends the first stage of La Chapelle's adventures, and the

Australian phase begins. The first few chapters are related in Le Special,

but when the journal closed down in March 1888, he must have sat down to

write the rest for publication in book form, as Trente arts a trovers le monde

was published later that year. It is very much in the same style with certain

periods and incidents fully described and long periods passed over with

scarcely a comment. There are leads that could be followed, but would take

too long for an article of this type, nevertheless, we have been able to fill in

quite a few blanks, some of which La Chapelle had reason to omit from his

often fanciful account of events. He was not alone in this: as Colin

Thornton-Smith remarks in his checklist of first-hand accounts of Australia,

"One rarely finds first-hand accounts in what may be called a pure form as a

record only of what the author actually saw or experienced. There is an

inevitable overlap with secondary accounts on one side, and with invented

material on the other."5 It must be remembered that the count's memoirs
were written nineteen years after his return from Australia, but he does not

allow lapses of memory to get in the way of a good story. There are also

the usual sections of potted history that one finds in books of memoirs on



Australia, but happily they are quite short. Our author wastes little time in

setting himself at the heart of the action.

Vicomte Alfred de La Chapelle landed on our shores early in

1860, shortly before Burke and Wills set out on their famous expedition.

Je n'6tais arrive" que depuis peu de jours, raais je n'etais pas tout a fait

inconnu, et apres avoir eu soin de faire constater mon identity au moyen

de mes papiers et des bons offices du Consul de France, je fus

amicalement accueilli parmi le groupe d'hommes qui s'occupait

d'organiser I'exp6dition.6

No sooner arrived than he is in the thick of things, his advice is

sought, and he gives the expedition the benefit of his experience at the

farewell banquet, albeit with some fear of appearing presumptuous. He

points out that they are taking far too much with them, that their equipment

is unsuitable for the desert, their route impracticable. La Chapelle, as

author with the benefit of hindsight, more or less informs the reader, "I told

Burke, I told Wills: You'll never make it!" He nonetheless names this

chapter "H6ros australiens", describing their courage and suffering with

great admiration. Although he tends to exaggerate or even occasionally

invent his own role in events, with a kind of gracious, though false,

aristocratic modesty, he rarely fails to give credit to others where it is due,

especially to other explorers, adventurers, and self-made men.

La Chapelle had already mentioned that parties were being set up

to explore the country with funds made available by local government

bodies. The Victorian Government was eager to open up new goldfields

and offered money to proven prospectors to provide wages and equipment.

The Prospecting Board engaged the diggers and in 1860 took over the

payment of rewards for successful discoveries. La Chapelle decided it was

now his turn to become part of the action and put himself forward as a

group leader. His account of the interview before a "Board of Science" is

somewhat farcical, narrated in a rather condescending, comic style that is

not unfamiliar in French writings on colonial Australia. Having swatted up

his geology as best he could, he tried to bluff his way through. When the

members of the Board could not understand his accent or when he was

stuck for an answer, he lapsed into French: "l'honorable Societe n'y

comprenait plus rien, mais elle pensa sans doute que ma science etait

inepuisable..." (Trente arts, p. 103.)

La Chapelle suggests that he was sent out at the same time as

Landsborough, McKinley and Howitt, and on an equal footing, his mission

being to reach the sources of the Delatitte [sic] River and go as far as the



Snowy Mountains. He resolves to fulfil his mandate and "me rendre utile a

un pays dont je devenais un des pionniers." (Trente arts, p. 104.) Self-

aggrandisement apart, much of this is true. Spurred on by the desire for

glory and gold, he did indeed apply to the Prospecting Board and was given

a grant, but a minor one: the Vicompte [sic] de la Chapelle was given

rations and tools, plus £56.0.0, to head a party of five men to the sources of

the Devil's River. He was certainly not in the same league as the others he

mentions, as Howitt, for example, who headed a party of twelve, which up

to 27 November 1860 had received approximately £1,589. La Chapelle also

claims that in reaction to the appointment of a Frenchman, there were

rumours circulating, including one about him being a French Government

agent. This may or may not have been so, as there were periodic fears

about the French expressed in the Argus during this period.

The young Vicomte set up his headquarters in The Albion,

according to him, Melbourne's leading hotel. There he chose his team,

which included a Frenchman who had been with him on the Raousset-

Boulbon adventure. Most were ex-miners and all swore allegiance to their

leader. Borrowing some of Burke and Wills' glory for the occasion, La

Chapelle claims they were farewelled by a huge crowd "et deux horribles

orchestras faisant les honneurs de morceaux h6roiques choisis pour la

circonstance." (Trente arts, p. 106.) Five days later they are on the banks of

the Goulburn River, swollen with rain.

In this and the next chapter there are short digressions on the gold

rush, including a tale of four French sailors who struck it rich, but died of

drink; the English talent for colonization; kangaroos, with the obligatory

wild hunting scene; the squatting system; and Australian women, who are

good-looking, well brought-up, but proud and daring. The countryside is

completely new and strange to him and he describes the "scenes

grandioses" bathed in the beautiful Australian sunshine in glowing terms.

Having stopped at a station for supplies, he receives the

confidences of the Scottish squatter's passionate, flighty wife, which

become the subject of a chapter entitled "Un drame de la vie reelle - Un

nom historique". She is half Tasmanian native, which apparently is the

reason why she deceives her husband. She confesses to her French guest

that she had been the lover of Ren6 de G..., vice consul for France after

Lionel de Chabrillan's death, and who like him, died on duty. She had had

many lovers since and had fallen from grace. Two years later, her half-

caste lover did away with her tyrannically jealous husband. Her lover was

hanged and she committed suicide. So goes La Chapelle's story. There
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were two official vice consuls who took over duties during 1859, the year

after Lionel de Chabrillan's death, and the second was L. de Genoude.

He was succeeded by A. Truy in 1860, so cannot have remained

long in the job. There was probably some truth in the story of an affair, as

La Chapelle has headed the chapter "un nom historique" and the tale is for

public consumption, but whether the woman was a half-aboriginal woman

is another matter.

The greater part of the book is taken up with descriptions of the

countryside and the adventures that took place during his exploration in

Victoria. Once again, the author relates in detail what stands out in his

memory and what will fulfill his reader's expectations. As he skips over

considerable distances and periods of time then comes back on his tracks, it

is difficult to plot exactly where he went or where he was at any given time.

He hacks his way through Mallee scrub, experiences the desert, follows the

Delatite into the mountains, naming features in the beautiful Mt Buller area.

He notes examples of the fauna and flora, including a digression on snakes

that includes a "deaf adder". Unusual plants and animals have been a

feature of accounts of Australia since the beginning so to go one better, La

Chapelle includes a creature to outdo all the others, which can only be

described as a blood-sucking blob.

II existe aussi en Australie une espece de reptile dont la masse entiere a

l'apparence d'un enorme champignon couvert de mousse; le "Vai-

Neudi", tel est le nom que lui donnent les indigenes, n'a mil vestige

d'yeux ou de bouche, sa peau est molle et visqueuse, son ventre est

parsem6 d'ouvertures, comme 1'octopus, ce sont autant de ventouses qui

s'attachent a leur proie. Ayant quelque-fois jusqu'a un demi-pied de

circonfe'rence, ce monstre se jette par soubresauts sur les animaux de

toute espece et des qu'il est parvenu a saisir sa victime, il la suce au

moyen de ses horribles tentacules. (Trente ans, p. 131.)

In La Chapelle's favour, it must be said that he did not invent this

extraordinary creature, nor does he claim to have seen it. The first to

describe it seems to be Henry Perron d'Arc in his Aventures d'un voyageur

en Australie - Neufmois de sejour chez les Nagarnooks published in 1869.7
This is an early example of the ripping yarn, with its mixture of complete

fiction and facts borrowed from authorities, that became popular in France

towards the end of the nineteenth century. Perron d'Arc paints his "Vaia-

nendi" or "serpent-glu" in lurid detail as a giant sole, "soft, heavy and

viscous", bright yellow on the underside with black, trefoil shaped holes

that served as suckers. He claims, with some reason, that it has never been
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classified. More authentically, Perron d'Arc also seems to be the source of

the "deaf adder" with his " vipere sourde".8

In the land of the platypus and the echidna, any animal must have

seemed possible, and once given existence in print, the blood-sucking blob

was too extrordinary to ignore. The next writer to evoke what he calls the

'"Ouia-Nandi" was Louis Jacolliot in his Voyage dans le buisson australien,

published in 1884, a sequel to Voyage humoristique au pays des

kangourous, of the same year.9 He describes it with relish as a reptile with

bunches of whiskers at the sides. La Chapelle, who reduced its size and

turned the suckers into tentacles, seems to have been the last to evoke the

dreaded "vai neudi", surely one of Australia's strangest mythical creatures.

Another hasard of the Australian bush, according to La Chapelle

in Chapter 17 "Aventures dans le desert", is the attack of wild bulls.

Inspired no doubt by stampedes of American wild buffalo and illustrations

of contemporary adventure novels, he tells in rather sensational style of how

he sent his men to the safety of a neighbouring hill, then galloped off to deal

single-handedly with a huge herd of charging beasts. "La carabine en main

et ma bandouliere faisant fouet, suivi de mes chiens, je poursuivis ainsi,

pendant plus d'une heure, deux ou trois mille animaux sauvages qui

fuyaient devant moi, pour revenir a la charge des que je m'arretais." (Trente

arts, p. 137.)

La Chapelle's reactions to the aborigines are mixed, as are his facts

about them. On the one hand, he is more sympathetic to them than many

French writers on Australia. He finds that although inferior to Africans and

Pacific islanders, they have been too denigrated and are far from being

degenerate creatures on the last rung of the ladder of civilisation. Camping

with them in the Warrambat hills, he describes their shelters, boomerangs

and corroborrees with little of the usual exaggeration. He has a somewhat

more romanticized encounter when he leaves the camp with a smaller party

in mid-November (1860). It is hard going, and after many hazards and

privations, the intrepid explorer finds himself lost. Rescue is at hand in the

shape of a beautiful aboriginal girl who acts as his guide for the day then

sets him on his way. There is a hint that this adventure could have been

more amorous than exploratory, although he claims he was too worried

about getting back to the group to think of anything else.

C'6tait une toute jeune fille, a la peau cuivrde, au visage

rlgulier; ses grands yeux noirs 6tincelaient d'effronterie et d'&onnement.

Une chevelure abondante tombait sur ses 6paules et voilait a

demi une gorge admirable; ses mains et ses pieds gtaient petits; des
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torsades de fleurs champetres 6taient nou£s a sa ceinture et donnaient a

son ensemble un aspect des plus pittoresques...

Je la retins aupres de moi toute la journ6e. (ibid., p. 141.)

La Chapelle's next encounter reveals a similar heightening of the

atmosphere, leading to a more ambivalent attitude to the aborigines in

general. After joining up with his friends and exploring for a month or so

more, the group comes across a hostile group who attack with arrows and

boomerangs, uttering deafening cries and rubbing their stomachs. The

natives are forced back, but when they later make another charge, the

explorers are forced to shoot, mowing them down. One of the party is badly

wounded and later dies, having done his duty as a "brave pioneer of

civilisation". La Chapelle regrets the fact that they were forced to fight, and

any idea of revenge is rejected. Their prisoners live and turn out to be very

helpful to them.

Following the Delatite River to its sources proves very difficult -.

its other name is The Devil's River - so La Chapelle sets off up the stream

itself with one friend and an aborigine.

They come to a magnificent waterfall and once at the source of the

river at the foot of Mt Buller, their leader waxes lyrical about the fauna and

flora, the fossils, the gold and the immense discoveries to be made. When

notes have been made and maps drawn, they turn back. Finally, on 3

February 1861, after about four months' absence, they get back to the main

camp. In the meantime, two of the other men are reported to have died, one

from dysentery and the other from an attack by a wild bull.

The return to Melbourne takes quite a bit longer, beginning with a

long journey to reach Mansfield. During La Chapelle's absence, the men at

base camp had twice seen bushrangers, and now he himself realizes that

they are camped in the vicinity. As no book on Australia is complete

without bushrangers, the intrepid French explorer reports a most unlikely

visit to their chief, who says his name is Morgan and he is French, having

come to Australia because of a scandal in the time of Louis-Philippe. He

tells the story of the bushranger Gardner, whose gang, he seems to have

taken over the gang under the name of Morgan after Gardner is eventually

caught and hanged. La Chapelle offers to help him to go back to Europe,

but a few years later Morgan becomes a desperado after his mistress is

caught, and he himself is eventually shot in an ambush. It is difficult to say

what sources La Chapelle used: certain aspects are like incidents in Ned

Kelly's life, but there is certainly a good deal of borrowing and mixing of

fact and fiction.
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Fiction takes over completely when La Chapelle himself is taken

for a bushranger. Fear of them was so strong that on the return journey the

party had problems when approaching stations. At one particularly vast and

splendid property their request for supplies was refused as the master of the

house could not be disturbed. Thereupon, La Chapelle bursts into the salon

and draws his gun. The assembled company think he is a bushranger, but a

nasty situation is finally averted when he shows them his government

papers. Some of the chapters, especially near the end of the book, are told

in retrospect so that it is difficult to know exactly in what sequence the

return journey took place. La Chapelle claims that a few months after his

exploration, colonists and gold seekers came to the area he had investigated.

By this, exaggerated though the claim is, he probably means the highland

country, but one cannot be certain. He also went up to the Snowy, Mount

Kosciusko and Goulburn, probably prospecting on his own account. One

man is drowned crossing the swollen Goulburn river, but ten days later they

reach Melbourne, eighteen months after their departure. The return has

therefore taken almost a year, so they must have arrived back at the

beginning of 1862.

What a triumphal return! Maps were drawn and their report

submitted, showing a vast territory open for migration and mining

speculation. National rewards were voted in their honour and they were

given a banquet with a fine speech from the Minister for Mines. La

Chapelle felt justly proud of his pioneer achievements. A few months later,

with the colony in a state of excitement, thousands went off to seek their

fortune, following the explorers' directions. So writes La Chapelle, who did

not let truth stand in the way of self-promotion or a good story. The real

situation was somewhat different: in reality the results of his exploration

for new goldfields at the "Head of the Delatitte or Devil's River etc." were

not considered significant enough to warrant a reward. When he applied to

the Rewards Board in 1864, "the Vicompte [sic] de la Chapelle" was one of

the unsuccessful applicants whose "application and accompanying

documents do not disclose a sufficient case to warrant the Board in further

investigating the claim or in recommending a reward".10 One must
therefore discount his description of the triumphal return to Melbourne.

La Chapelle's claim to be a pioneer explorer has more substance to

it, although not nearly as much as he gives it. He certainly did explore in a

region that was not well covered, and he may well have been the first to

explore the head of the Delatite. James Flett mentions that there had been

vague references to gold-bearing areas on the Delatite south of Mansfield in

Chenery's run. The gullies were worked for gold in the early 1850s but

"the papers and mining reports were strangely silent on the area.11 La
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Chapelle's was the only reward claim made for that part of Victoria, but

apart from this short mention in Flett's book, he does not appear in other

writing on the history of the high country. Time has not treated him kindly,

as he was indeed an explorer in the area in the relatively early days, and

there must be few published memoirs about it, although the Count's do

contain a large dose of fiction. Being a Frenchman and writing in French

no doubt contributed to his absence from most of the record.

It seems to have been La Chapelle's fate, at least in America and

Australia, to set out towards the unknown, have the adventures, make

discoveries, but in the end not profit by them. He went back to the Delatite

and for more than a year dreamed of making a colossal fortune. The

difficulty was keeping it. Companies were formed, followed by speculative

business on the exchange. As the veins proved to be inconsistent, shares

were depressed and many speculators were ruined.

Greed was La Chapelle's downfall and he admits as much.

J'etais moi-meme l'un des plus engages, car non content de la

perspective assuree d'acque'rir une belle fortune en peu de temps, je

voulus, poussee pare le vertige, centupler mes

chances de reussite et je perdis presqu tout. [...]

Ceux qui se sont montres perseverants, qui ont eu le don de la

prevoyance, de la sagesse, ont fini par r£aliser de brillantes fortunes sur les

debris de celles des premiers explorateurs et chercheurs d'or. [...]

Quant a moi, sans avoir 6te trap maltraite" par la fortune, je

ressentais un vif desir de me retremper dans la societd europeenne;

quoique attache aux pays australiens dont le climat, le developpement

etaient admirables, ou la vue 6tait large et grandiose, j'avais pris la

resolution de revenir en France pour y passer une ou deux annees. (Trente

arts, pp. 183-4.)

like all true adventurers, he spends little time on regrets and self-

reproach. By now Count Alfred de La Chapelle, he sets out for pastures

new, albeit in the Old World. Thus begins a new phase in bis life, bringing

with it a certain measure of the fame that has so far eluded him. The book

ends abruptly with him leaving Melbourne at the beginning of 1869 to

quickly become involved in the Franco-Prussian war as a reporter for an

English newspaper. He intimates that Part Two of his book will deal with

historical documents concerned with Emperor Napoleon III, to whom he

has become a confidant and modest collaborator. All this is very intriguing,

but a long stretch of time in Australia - 1863-1869 - has been left

unaccounted for.
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We have been able to trace many of his movements during this

period and they were rarely far from some kind of involvement with gold.

There were also significant events in his private life that he certainly does

not mention. The Australasian of 2 July 1870 carries a curious report of an

inquest recently conducted on one Charles F. D'Aloustel, a teacher of

French at Scotch College and several ladies' schools, who had drowned

himself in the Yarra. A letter found in his jacket reveals a troubled man

ostensibly the victim of several conspiracies. The first was shortly after his

appointment at Scotch, which must have been around 1859, when "a

conspiracy was got up against me by M. de la Chapelle, and the charge was

laid before Mr. Morrison, the principal of the college".12 D'Aloustel was
cleared of misconduct towards several young ladies by an inquiry conducted

by the superintendent of police who praised him, saying that "de la Chapelle

and his confederates had endeavoured to make [him] lose [his] situation".13
If the person concerned was Vicomte Alfred de la Chapelle, all this must

have taken place some time in 1860, between the time he arrived and the

time he left for the Delatite, which does not seem to have been very long.

La Chapelle had gone to France a year before the later accusation that drove

D'Aloustel to suicide was made. Unfortunately it would be very difficult to

find out exactly what took place in this unfortunate incident involving

members of the French expatriate community.

La Chapelle must certainly have been in Melbourne for some time

in 1863, for a significant event took place in St Kilda on 17 September: the

birth of a son, Octave Xavier Alfred. According to the certificate found

among the consular papers studied by members of ISFAR, the child was

illegitimate, but La Chapelle made a formal declaration of paternity at the

Consulate. There is no record during the 1860s of a marriage to the mother,

Kate Royal, twenty years old, born in Manchester. Little is known about

her, apart from the fact that she was the daughter of Creed and Mary Royal.

It must have been a continuing relationship, however, as another son, Paul

Xavier Alfred, was born in 1865 to the same mother.

There is no news of the count in 1864, but from 1865 onwards

there are entries in McDougall's Melbourne Directory. In that year he is at

9 King William Street Fitzroy. In 1866 he is living at 7 Robe Street St

Kilda and has a firm, Messrs de la Chapelle & Co. of 62 Collins Street. It is

obviously a mining business as he is granted a patent with one or two other

Frenchmen in 1866 for a quartz crushing, grinding and amalgamating mill.

La Chapelle has moved from being a miner/explorer to becoming an

entrepreneur and speculator, as he publishes a prospectus with detailed

drawings, Quartz Reefs. New Machinery, in the following year (1867). This

is a publication aimed at impressing and attracting investors. The author
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calls himself "Explorer for the Government of Mexico in 1858" and

"Leader of Victorian Government Prospecting Party in 1860". He calls

attention to the new system of machinery which is partly his own invention

and which has been highly praised by the Melbourne Argus and the

Engineer in Chief of Arts and Manufactures of France.

I beg to call the attention of the capitalists to the safety of an

investment for the construction of our New System of Machinery, which,

if in the proper hands, will in Victoria, as it has already done in

California, create an important and profitable industry and will soon

replace the different Machines in use up to this day, or will be added as a

complement to our already flourishing establishments.

Plans to be seen, Explanations given, Arrangements entered into

at our office, 62 Collins Street East. A. DE LA CHAPELLE M

Perhaps this is the type of enterprise that led to his financial losses.

Nonetheless, it must have sustained him for a time as he is called the mining

manager of the Devil's River Gold Mining Company, 2 Lansdowne Street

East Melbourne, in the 1868 directory. In 1869 his address is New Street

Brighton, however he cannot have been there long as he left for France

early that year. The Devil's River Gold Mining Company cannot have

lasted long either. An interesting item in the Argus of IS January 1869

reveals that, with admirable versatility, the Count seems to have changed

from mining manager to theatre manager. The paper carries a report of a

farewell presentation of a silver snuff box made by the employees of The

Varieties to Mr De la Chapelle, the lessee and manager, on the eve of his

departure for France on private business. It was accompanied by an

illuminated address expressing the appreciation of the subscribers for "the

kindness and consideration which he had shown in his management."15

He left for London on board the Highflier on 8 February, but he

did not leave alone. The passenger list in First Class includes Mr and Mrs

Chapelle, their children Octave, Paul and an infant girl. The parents' ages

are given as 37 and 34, instead of 38 and 24. Mr Chapelle's stated

profession is actor. The Count is obviously hiding his aristocratic name and

background, which is unusual. We may conclude that in all probability he

was still not married to Kate Royal - there is no trace of it in the Victorian

records - and that if he ever did marry her, it must have been in England.

So ended Comte Alfred de La Chapelle's relatively long stay in

Australia. He left not rich but not exactly poor, not as famous as he would

have liked, but not unknown either. The next series of adventures are of a
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very different kind, but no less unusual. Although unknown and without

influence after such a long absence abroad, he was not idle for long: 1870

finds him as a war correspondent in France writing special articles for the

London newspaper The Standard. He had already had some experience of

journalism in San Francisco, but if we are to believe La Chapelle, this time

he was "at the seat of the war", reporting the main events of the campaign

from the arrival of the Emperor at the Metz HQ, up to the Battle of Orleans

on 11 October. In modern journalistic style, he also describes places after

the battles, recreating scenes and emotions.

After three months, when the outcome was still unsure, he returned

to London and quickly wrote an account of his experiences, which was

published in the same year in both French and English. His Guerre de 1870

was one of the first books to be written on the Franco-Prussian War.

Edward Legge, in his Comedy & Tragedy of the Second Empire claims it

was the first.16 He was obviously pro-French and unwilling to blame the
Emperor, he was but not uncritical, as were the French journalists writing

for French newspapers, according to Shand, the pro-German occasional

correspondent for The Times}1 One of La Chapelle's strongest criticisms is
based on one of his strongest beliefs and is expressed in similar terms to his

"warnings" to Burke and Wills:

I repeated daily to my countrymen, choose your chiefs among

the daring and the brave, regardless of social position; follow the example

of the adventurers in America; elect your chiefs under fire; be led by the

bravest and most intelligent; their ability will soon break through your

ranks, to put them at the head of your battalions.18

As usual, the leaders were chosen for their wealth and connections

rather than for their individual merit.

The book ends with the admission that the French accused the

Emperor of being the cause of their misfortunes, and an injunction to

"respect the exile in his captivity." When the war ended in 1871, the Count

de La Chapelle was the right man in the right place at the right time: a

proven supporter of the Emperor and an experienced publicist working in

England. He met the Emperor and Empress, who liked his book on the war

and annotated it. On that first visit, they had a long conversation about his

travels and adventures in America and Australia, the English press and how

the journalists followed the armies in search of news stories.19 After that,
they met many times and La Chapelle came to know them intimately,

assuring them of his devotion to them. He stayed with them in exile in

England, becoming the trusted friend, collaborator and fund-raiser of the

Emperor's last years. Between 1871-1878 he would write at least four
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works of apology for Napoleon III, and after his death, for the unpopular

cause of the Empire.20 In his Oeuvres posthumes et autographes in&dites
de Napolion HI en exit, La Chapelle styles himelf the "collaborateur des

derniers travaux de l'Empereur a Chislehurst".21 A good deal is known
about this period of La Chapelle's life from Edward Legge's Comedy &

Tragedy of the Second Empire, written in 1911. Legge was a friend of the

Count, who was by then an old man and one of the comparatively few

survivors of the Bonapartist regime. He recalls the time when the Count

was "one of the staunchest and most valued friends of the Emperor, who

made him his political and literary collaborator and confidant", and "equally

the ami fidele of 'Napol6on IV' " (Legge, pp. xviii and 301.)

When Les Forces militaires de la France en 1870 appeared in

1872 under the Count's name, it was attributed to Napoleon III, as surely

only the Emperor could have obtained so much official information about

the army. This "Comte de La Chapelle" was generally thought to be a

pseudonym for the Emperor. However the Count had become the

"collaborateur attitre'" of the Emperor in exile, who wanted his friend to

assume authorship of the volume. Legge calls him "a born fighter - with the

pen, which, in bis hand, was of more account than the sword." (Legge, p.

301.) La Chapelle was tireless in writing and/or promoting these apologies.

When journals declined to review Les Forces militaires ..., he went to Paris

at the Emperor's behest to get it noticed by a generally hostile French press.

He did the rounds of editors and reviewers, until the Saint-Genest of the

Figaro, who was not even a supporter of Napoleon III, finally published an

account of the Emperor's pamphlet. Other papers then followed and in the

end it was widely reviewed.

La Chapelle was just as indefatigable when it came to raising

money for the Emperor, who did not know where to turn for financial

support. The Count gave copies of his letters to the Emperor on the subject

to Legge, who published them in his book with the observation that "It was

the Comte de La Chapelle who, by bis influence, energy, and devotion to

Napoleon III., succeeded in raising large sums for the personal use of the

Emperor and to keep the Bonapartist cause going." (Legge, p.xix.) The

Emperor was very grateful for his efforts, especially as he had very few

supporters and a large section of the Bonapartists seemed to be suffering

from inertia. It was inevitable that La Chapelle was not as popular in other

quarters. The Prince Imperial remarked to the Count after the Emperor

died, "Not everybody here likes you." (Legge, p. 304.)

When Legge was gathering information for his book in 1911, La

Chapelle's eldest son Octave, the first child born in Australia, was now
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Vicomte Octave, an international lawyer, advisor to the Rumanian

Embassy, and "a popular figure in legal, City, and social circles". He was a

valuable informant, supplying not only facts but also anecdotes. At the time

when efforts were being made to restore the Empire, before the death of

Napoleon III, his father was one of the few who were told of it. Octave

remembers, as a small boy, seeing his father hide documents in the lining of

the hat he wore when travelling. These were important papers entrusted to

him by the Emperor to be taken to Paris and abroad. His father, it seems,

was followed everywhere by detectives of the French Republic. This

propaganda continued even after the Emperor died and La Chapelle was

part of it. On a lighter note, Octave also recalls an incident with the Prince

Imperial, who was an excellent swordsman. One day he invited the Count

to a bout of singlestick. The poor Count was a mass of bruises in a few

minutes, and could hardly move for days. He used to laugh about it, but

Octave's mother was very cross with the Prince. It is interesting to note that

his mother was there with them at Camden Place. This must have been the

most rewarding time for Comte Alfred de La Chapelle. He was active in a

cause which he believed to be just, and he achieved a measure of the glory

that he had sought all his life. Even his earlier adventures in America and

Australia were useful to him then. Octave relates to Legge that:

My father often had confidential talks with the Emperor,

sometimes for hours together, and at such times.Napoleon would get the

Count to relate his adventures and experiences in the various countries

which he had visited. These little stories greatly interested and diverted

the Emperor, and aroused his old enthusiasm. (Legge, p. 305.)

The period after this is harder to trace. We know that La Chapelle

tried his hand at journalism again with Le Special in 1787, and after that

closed in the following year, he wrote up his adventures in America and

Australia in Trente arts d travers le monde. Part Two, which was

announced as a series of historical documents pertaining to Napoleon III,

never eventuated. As there was only one edition of his autobiography, one

can only assume that he gave up writing seriously at this stage. In the

beginning of Trente ans a travers le monde, La Chapelle tells us that the last

stage in his varied career was in speculation. Judging from the amount of

space devoted to financial news and stocks and shares in Le Special, we can

assume that he himself was probably involved in it. Hopefully, he was

luckier at it this time.

At this time, the Count would have been almost sixty. When

Legge was writing, he was over eighty. "The Comte de La Chapelle of the

sixites and seventies - to-day, alas! But the shadow of his former self..."

(Legge, p. 301.) He was the father of at least five children - three boys and
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two girls - the last one, Kate, born in 1878. One informant claims that he

had an illegitimate daughter in Ireland, but this cannot be confirmed.

Octave and Andr6 (b. 1875) married English women, while Paul and

Antoinette (b. 1875) married French people. They seem to have had either

no children or daughters, and several appear to have stayed in England,

where there is no trace of the name La Chapelle. There are none of that

branch in France either. However, Count Alfred de La Chapelle has not

been completely forgotten, either in history or in his own extended family.

His name appears in studies on Napoleon III and the Second Empire, where

he has his small place in history. At least one aspect of his experiences in

Australia has remained in his family's folklore. They know of the

disappointments he had searching for gold and that he sold his share to a

partner after failing to find anything himself. It seems that the partner stuck

gold the very next day. A descendant of the elder branch - Alfred came

from the younger - reports that his father always said when misfortune

struck, that "dans la famille quand on cherche de Tor, en vain, celui-ci se

decouvre le lendemain de notre depart."22
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